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1. Introduction
With the increasing number of composite systems available to
engineers, a practical strength theory able to predict the strength capabilities
of a composite system under various loading conditions is crucial. The shear,
longitudinal and transverse tensile and compressive strengths alone do not
adequately define the strength limits for all loading conditions. One of the
more recent strength theories proposed for anisotropic materials is the tensor
polynomial, or more commonly the Tsai-Wu strength criterion.
In the Tsai-Wu strength criterion, the key parameter for determining a
system's strength under biaxial loading are the interaction parameters. The
normal interaction parameter Fl 2 has been of primary interest to many
researchers. From the outset of the Tsai-Wu strength criterion, the
significance of this interaction parameter has been understood, but its
measurement has proven to be a challenge.
This work will demonstrate the effects of F12 on the failure surface as
defined by the Tsai-Wu criterion, discuss current experimental methods to
measure F12, investigate a new experimental method to measure F12, and
examine different approximations of F12.2
2. Background
2.1 Strength Theory
Strength theories developed for isotropic materials have proved to be
inadequate for composite materials. To describe the capabilities of anisotropic
materials, many isotropic strength theories required modification andnew
strength theories developed.
2.1.1 Tsai - Wu Strength Theory for Anisotropic Materials
In the Tsai-Wu strength criterion [1], it is assumed that there existsa
closed failure surface in stress space, in the scalar form of :
Fjoj +Fijcrjoj = 1 (1)
where i,j = 1,2,...6, and Fi and Fij are symmetric tensors of the second and
fourth rank, respectively. Higher order terms Fijkoiojok, were omitted due the
difficulty in determining their value and their presencecauses the failure
surface to be open ended. When expanded Equation (1) yields:
Fl 01 + F202 + F303 + F404 + F505 + F606
+ Fii cri 2 + 2F120102 + 2F130103 + 2F140104 + 2F150105 + 2F160106
+ F22c322 + 2F23(32(33 + 2F240204 + 2F250205 + 2F260206
+ F33032 + 2F340304 + 2F35(3305 + 2F360306
+ F44042 + 2F450405 + 2F460406
+ F55(352 + 2F560506 + F66062 =1 (2)3
When applied to an orthotropic material Equation 2can be reduced by
orientating the 1 and 2 axes along the principal directions of the material thus
creating the condition of a specially orthotropic material. In addition, itcan be
assumed the shear strengths are unaffected by the direction of the shear
strains. By limiting stresses to the 1-2 plane, the resulting equation is the
Tsai-Wu strength criterion in the 1-2 plane for a specially orthotropic material:
F11012+ 2F120102 + F22022 + F101 + F202
+ F66062 + 2F160106+ 2F260206 = 1 (3)
where,1 coincides with the longitudinal direction of the composite
2 coincides with the transverse direction of the composite
6 is the shear component in the 1-2 plane.
When limited only to normal forces in the 1-2 plane, the failure criteria
is reduced to:
F11012 + 2F120102 + F22022 + F101 + F202 = (4)
The failure criteria can also be expressed in terms of strain space by
transforming the stress components into strain components [2].
Fij Qik Qif Ek Ef + Fi Qij Ej =1 (5)Defining Gkf and Gj as:
Gkf = Fij Qik Qif
q=n Qij
Making the substitution, the failure criteria is simplified to:
GkjckEj + GkEk = 1
4
(6)
(7)
When applied to the 1-2 plane of a specially orthotropic material as in
Equation 4, the resulting equation for the failure criteria in strain space is:
where,
G11 12 + 2G12E1 2 + G22e22 + G6662 + G1E1+ G2E2 =1 (8)
Gil = F11Q112 + 2F12Q11Q12 +F22Q122
G22 = Fl 1Q122 + 2F12Q12Q22 + F22Q222
G12 = F11Q11Q12 + F12[Q11Q22+ Q1221 +F22Q12Q22
G66 = F66Q662 = [Q66/S]2
Gi = Fi Q11 + F2Q12
G2 = Fi Q12 + F2Q22
with the Q terms are defined as:
011 = E11/(1-11 21)21)
(9)Q22 = E22/(1-u12u21)
Q12 =u21E11/(1-1-121,21)
021 = u12E22/(1-1-121-21)
066 = E6
5
(10)
The Tsai-Wu strength criterion has many characteristics. As noted by Chou,
McNamee and Chou [3], the Tsai-Wu strength criterion is an extension of the
Von Mises or distortion energy theory. The Tsai-Wu strength criterion has the
following features. It is a scalar equation and is automatically invariant. This
allows the failure surface to be rotated on the a1 -a2 plane and to be valid in
all coordinate systems. The theory is mathematically rational and
operationally simple. It accounts for the strength difference in tension and
compression, and acknowledges possible interaction between normal
stresses and normal and shear stresses.
The primary difficulty of the Tsai-Wu strength criterion, as noted by
Raghava [4], is the determination of the interaction parameter F12.
2.1.2 Strength Tensors
As stated earlier, the Tsai-Wu strength criterion consist of strength
tensors Fi and Fij, which are intrinsic material parameters [5]. The terms for
these tensors can be divided into two types: non-interaction parameters, Fi,
Fij (i= j),and interaction parameters Fij (i * j).6
2.1.3 Non-Interaction Parameters
By performing simple experiments on uniaxial specimens the tensile
and compressive strengths of a material can easily be determined. The
longitudinal tensile strength X, and compressive strength X', are then used to
determine Fl 1 and F1. Using Equation (4) and setting 02= 06 = 0;
when cri = X
when 01 = X'
solving simultaneously yields:
Fri X2 + Fi X =1
Fii K2 + Fi X' =1
Fl 1 =xx,
, 1 1 rl =7-7
(12)
(13)
(14)
Using the transverse tensile strength Y and compressive strength Y', F2222 and
F2 can be determined by similar substitutions.
1
F22 =yy
2 = y
1-7
1
F2=
(15)
(16)
By performing a pure shear test determining the shear strength S, F66 and F6
are determined.If S = S' then F6 = 0.
F66 =SS'
1 1 F6 = g-T
2.1.4 Interaction Parameters
7
(17)
(18)
The key parameter for determining the biaxial strength of a composite
material in the 1-2 plane is the interaction parameter F12.
The Tsai-Wu strength criterion as defined in Equation (4), is in the form
of a general quadratic equation.
ax2+bxy+cy2 +dx+ey+f=0 (19)
The type of curve defined by this class of equations is determined by
the discriminant of the equation. To ensure a closed failure surface, the value
of F12 must satisfy the stability criterion [1] of the Tsai-Wu strength criterion:
F11 F22 F122 > 0 (20)
This limits Fl 2 to the range:
-Flii<F-12 < NIF11F22 (21)
By requiring a closed surface, the strength of the material is assumed to be
finite in all directions. It should be noted that the stability limits of F12 are8
determined by the longitudinal and transverse tensile and compressive
strengths, resulting in stability limits unique to the system.
To compare interaction parameters between composite systems
relative to their non-interaction parameters, the strength criterion can be
normalized [2]. To normalize Equation (4) the following substitutions are
made,
and new terms defined.
x = al NTF11
y = 02NrFT2
Fi
Fl*- 1--
F-li
F2
F2* =
2 F22
The normalized interaction parameter Fl 2* is :
F12* .12 -
F12
4F-1-
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
Resulting strength criterion,
x2 + 2F12*.xy + y2 + F1 *x + F2*y= 1 (27)
The stability limits for the normalized interaction parameter are:
-1 < F12 <1 (28)9
2.1.5 The Effects of F12
The effects of F12 on the failure surface have been studied by Collins
and Crane [6]. These effects are due to the relative magnitude of thecross-
product term in a general quadratic equation.Using the characteristic
properties of a graphite epoxy composite given in [1], Collins and Crane found
as the absolute value of F12 increases, within the stability limits: the principle
axis rotates about the z axis, the center of the failure surface translateson the
01-02 plane, and the semi-axes increases Figure 1.
Figure 1. Effect of a Cross-Product Term on an Ellipse.
These effects are illustrated using the known [6] properties ofa H-IM6
unidirectional composite, whose characteristics are shown in Table 1.10
Table 1. Characteristics of H-IM6 Unidirectional Composite from F71.
X = 507.5 ksi X' = 22.3 ksi Ell = 29.44 msi
Y = 8.12 ksi Y' = 21.75 E22 = 1.62
S = 14.21 G12 = 1.22 u12 = 0.32
The inclination of the major semi-axis of the failure ellipse is
determined as the rotation of the coordinate axes such that the cross-product
term goes to zero. For a general quadratic equation the angle of rotation is
known to be:
cot(29) =a c
(29a)
When applied to Equation (4), the rotation of the axes of the failure ellipse on
the 01-(32 plane due to the F12 is:
cot(20)-
F11F22
2F12 (29b)
In Figure 2 the rotation of the failure surface axes is shown as a function of
F12*.4 ---
0
-2
-4
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
F12*
11
Figure 2. The Rotation of the Failure Surface Axes as a Function of F12*.
As a result of the rotation due to the cross-product term, the other
constants of the quadratic equation also change. The equation for the ellipse
when the coordinate axes have be rotated to coincide with theaxes of ellipse
is given by:
a'x+ciy+dix+e'y+f=0 (30)
By completing the squares and arranging into the general form for an
ellipse, the position of the center of the failure ellipse and the major and minor
semi-axes can be determined. The position of the center of the failure surface
(Xo,Yo) is shown as a function of Fl 2* in Figure 3.400
12
200
Cl:.
a
O
0 t
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-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
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F12
Figure 3. The Position of Origin (Xo,Yo) of the Failure Surface as a Function
of F12*.
In Figure 4 the change in the major (a) and minor (b) semi-axes are shown as
a function of Fl 2*.1000
800 '
600
400
200
Major
Minor
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
F12.
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Figure 4. The Length of the Semi-axes of the Failure Surface
as a Function of F12*.
Whether seen in stress space Figure 5 (note the exaggerated scale on
the 02 axis), or strain space Figure 6, the effect of differing values of the
interaction parameter is the key term defining the biaxial strength.
20
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-40i
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-400 -200 0
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Figure 5. Failure Surfaces in Stress Space for Various Values of F12*.E
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Figure 6. Failure Surfaces in Strain Space for Various Values of F12*.
2.2 Experimental Theory
The experimental determination of the interaction term F12 has been
an area of interest for many researchers. When Equation (4) is solved for F12
it is obvious that a biaxial load state is required to determine F12.1F11012 F22(32F101F202
F12 20102
15
(31)
Three modes of testing have been suggested for creating the biaxial stress
state required to measure F12: an off-axis strength test, bidirectional testing of
cylindrical specimens, and a modified uniaxial strain test. These experimental
methods are described as follows.
2.2.1 Off-Axis Strength Test
Tsai and Wu suggested that F12 could be determined from a 45° off-
axis strength test [1], but later [8], stated that a +/- 3 % variation in the 45° off-
axis strength would completely obscure the value of F12. Pipes and Cole [9]
examined the off-axis strength test as means to determine the interaction
parameter F12 of a boron/epoxy system. Half inch wide specimens of 15°,
30°, 45° and 60° layupswere used in the study. With the strength parameters
F1, Fl 1, F2, F22, F6 and F66 already known, Fl 2 was determined by
resolving the specimen's strength into stresses parallel and transverse to the
fiber direction.
1
os220)
[ 4 - 2FiT(1+cos20) 2F2T(I-cos20) -2F6T sin20- Fl 2-2T2(1-c
FliT2(1+cos20)2 -F22 T2 (1-cos20)2 F66T2sin220]. (32)
where, T is the specimen's strength in the 0 direction
0 is the fiber orientation.16
Experimental results showed a large variation in the determined value
of Fl 2, with only the value determined from the 15° sample satisfying the
stability criterion (-1.91 x 10'10 < F12 < 1.91 x 10-10 ).
Table 2. F12 Determined by Pipes and Cole [9] from Off-Axis Testing.
Ply Angle F12 x 10-10 psi-2
15° -0.58
30° -6.82
45° -4.76
60° 29.50
Further study by Pipes and Cole, showed that a 5% variation in off-axis
strength resulted in a variation of F12 greater than 1000%. In conclusion the
authors stated that this experimental method was not adequate for
determining F12 for the system under study.
2.2.2 Testing of Cylindrical Specimens
Two methods of testing thin walled cylindrical specimens have been
examined for determining Fl 2, tension-internal pressure and tension-torsion.
In examining these methods Wu [5] described the test procedures. Ina
tension-internal pressure test, a 90° thin walled ( 0.05 inch ), 1 inch diameter,
5 inch long cylinder is bonded to an aluminium end fixture which allows for
pressurization. A polyurethane polymer centrifugally cast on the inner wall of
the cylinder to provide a pressure seal. Pressure is provided to the cylinder by17
a combined oil and water hydraulic system. The specimen is then placed in an
axial loading device. By simultaneously controlling the axial load and internal
pressure, a biaxial stress state can be created and controlled.
The tension-torsion test utilizes off-axis thin wall cylindrical specimens
bonded to aluminum end fixtures.By placing the specimen into a biaxial
testing machine, the tension and torsional loads can be controlled anda
biaxial stress can be created and controlled.
In examining these methods Wu performed tests on the graphite/epoxy
system used in [1], and found that both methods gave comparable results (2.8
and 2.4, x10-4 ksi-2 respectively) within the stability requirements.
2.2.3 Uniaxial Strain Tests
Another means of achieving a biaxial stress state was suggested by
Evans and Zhang [10]. If the Poisson's ratio is considered, the strains in the 1
and 2 direction can be related to the stresses in the 1 and 2 directions by
Hooke's law in the system of equations below:
c2u21 J
E11 ,
01 =vi
,t 4- (1-2u21)
E22 02_ ,[Ely-12+ E2] (1- u1 2u21)
where ujj are the inplane Poisson's Ratios
(33)
By measuring the longitudinal and transverse strains at failure, the
resulting stress values can be calculated and used to determine the
interaction parameter F12. Evans and Zhang suggest a method of creating a18
biaxial stress state using a uniaxial strain test. By loadinga specimen in one
direction and preventing the displacement of a perpendicular directiona
biaxial stress state could be achieved.
A proposed method by Evans and Zhang to createa biaxial load state
from a uniaxial strain test is use of a thin walled cylindrical tubesurrounding a
cylindrical core. The core material would have a high modulus in the radial
direction and a low modulus in the axial direction. The core would prevent the
thin walled cylindrical tube shaped specimen from contracting when placed in
an axial tensile load. There is no evidence that testing utilizing this test
method has ever been attempted.
2.2.4 Optimum Stress Ratio
As can be seen in Figures 4 and 5, the difference between the failure
surfaces for differing values of F12 is not constant. With the biaxial stress ratio
B is defined as:
B =
02 (34)
The differences between the failure surfaces is a function of B. This factwas
noted by Wu [5] in his work concerning the optimal experiment determination
of the interaction term F12. Wu indicated that there isan optimum stress ratio
for determining Fl 2 with the greatest accuracy forevery system. Wu found
that the variation in F12 depends not only on the magnitude of of the biaxial
stress ratio but also on the magnitude of F12 itself. Using the strength data for
H - IM6 shown earlier in Table 1, this dependancecan be seen in Figure 7.-
4
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Figure 7. Sensitivity of cr2 to
Different Biaxial Stress Ratio's and Values of F12*.
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In Figure 7, it can be seen that a variation in F12 will result ina change
in the measured transverse stress at failure 02. The amount of change ina2
depends not only on the magnitude of the biaxial stress ratio, but alsoon the
value of Fl 2. Based on his work Wu found that higher biaxialstress ratios
gave greater resolution, and that the same biaxial stress ratio gave greater
resolution in the third (cri < 0 and a2 < 0) and fourth (cri> 0 and cr2 < 0) than20
in the first (al > 0 and 02 > 0) and second (01 < 0 and02 < 0) stress
quadrant.
To experimentally determine F12, Wu [5], followed an iterative
experimental method.
1.) First, the magnitude and sign of F12 was estimated.
2.) A biaxial stress state was determined with a small error over
the stability limit.
3.) An experiment was performed at the biaxial stress ratio using
the estimated Fl 2 to measure F12.
4.) A new optimum stress ratio was calculated and another
experiment was performed at the new optimum stress ratio.
5.) This process was repeated until the value of Fl2 converged.
2.2.5 Fl 2 Approximations
Whether the choice is made not to measure the value of Fl2 or no
valid measurement could be made, a value of Fl 2 is needed to predict the
biaxial strength. It must be noted that zero is a valid value of Fl 2. Many
estimates of the interaction parameter have been suggested. Table 3 lists
some of the suggested approximations.
The approximation of Fl 2 = 0 is a modification of failure surface
defined by Hill strength theory. In the Hill strength theory [4] the01 02
1 1 1 interaction term is assumed to be(r-
2+72- z2)If the inpiane transverse
strength Y, is assumed to be equal to the out of plane transverse strength Z,
the interaction term reduces to -(1)2 where X* is taken as X when 01 is21
positive and X' when negative. The approximation by Narayanswami and
Adelman assumes this values is so small it can be taken as zero.
Table 3.
Fi 2 Approximations.
Approximation Justification Source
F12 = 0 Modified Hill Narayanswami and Adelman
[11]
1
F12 = \F"-I1 T2-2-Generalized von Mises Tsai and Hahn [2]
1
Geometric Wu and Stachurski [12] F12- XX'+YY'
1
Stability Wilczynski [13] F12 =XY+X'Y'
1_, _ 1
The approximation Fi 2 = 2 !VT 11-22,(r l 2* =-2)' is taken from the
generalized form of the von Mises theory for isotropic materials. The von
Mises can be written as:
x2- xy +y2= 1 (35)
The approximation F12* =-
1
was determined omitting the F1 *x and F2 *y
terms from Equation (27) matching the form of Equation (35), and solving for
F12 *.
The Wu and Stachurski [12] approximation is based on the rotational
effect of F12 on the failure surface. As shown in Equation 29b, the rotation
depends on the values of F11, F22 and Fl 2. Wu and Stachurski assumed the
angle of rotation 0,could be approximated by;F22
1
tan 0-
F
i-r
22
(37)
Solving Equations 29b and 37 for 0, combining and solving F12 yields the
approximation F12XXI+yr.As noted by Wu and Stachurski, their
approximation has many similarities to the Tsai-Hahn approximation.
1. F12 always has a negative sign.
2. Both methods satisfy the stability criterion...
3. For very anisotropic materials, 0 (the angle of rotation of
the failure ellipse) approaches zero.
4. For material with negligible anisotropy, both methods enable the
tensor polynomial failure criterion...to reduce to the von
Mises criterion.
The approximation by Wilcznski [13] is based on the stability
requirements and the assumption:
1 rvxiyy,0-XY +X'Y' (38)
The negative sign is due to a positive value may lead to an unbounded value
of shear strength.
As part of their work Narayanaswami and Adelman [11], performed a
series of numerical experiments to determine the error between the
approximations of F12* = 0 and F12* =-1/2 and F12* = 0 and F12*= 1/2 for
ten different material systems whose strengths were known. The loading
conditions examined in the numerical experiments were:
1) Off-axis Tension, 01 = cf2 = 06 = T/223
2) Off-axis Compression al = cr2 =06=-C/2
3) Positive Shear al =V; 02 = -V; (36 =0
4) Negative Shear al =-V; 02 =V; 06 =0
5) Biaxial Tension al = 02 =P; 06 = 0
6) Biaxial Compression 01 =02=-F;06=0
The values of T,-C,V,-V,P and -P were calculated by substituting for
the values of 01, 02 and 012 into Equation 4, for each loading condition and
each material, for F12* = 0, F12* =-1/2 (F12= -
1Ni-F1) and F12*= 1/2
(F12=
1
-N/F-171 F22)as determined by each material. The maximum error was
determined as the greatest difference between the values of T, -C, V, -V, P
and -P calculated for the same material under the same loading conditions for
values ofF12* = 0 and F12* =-1/2 and F12* = 0 and F12* = 1/2.
Narayanaswami and Adelman concluded that the maximum error for the
assumption Fi 2*=0 for all material and loading conditions examined was
9.15%.24
3. Strength Characterization of a Composite System
As part of the investigation into the experimental measurement of the
normal interaction parameter F12, the strength characteristics of a composite
system were experimentally determined. The system used was a graphite-
bismaleimide system (IM7/5260-H) under investigation at Oregon State
University as part of the High Speed Civil Transport Program funded by the
Boeing Commercial Aircraft Group. The strength characteristics were
determined by standard strength tests along with a 10° off-axis strength test
and a proposed biaxial compression test to determine the interaction
parameter F12.Test specimens were fabricated by Boeing and received at
Oregon State University in June of 1991, and stored at ambient room
temperature and humidity. Prior to testing, all samples which required strain
gauges experienced an exposure to 250° F for 2 hours during the cure cycle
of the strain gauge adhesive.
To determine the strength characteristics of the system a variety of
specimen layups and configurations shown in Figure 8 were required.25
Figure 8. Specimens Required for Strength Characterization.
3.1 Equipment and Instrumentation
All compressive testing was accomplished with the aid of a test fixture
manufactured by the Wyoming Test Fixtures Inc. [14] specifically for the
Boeing Modified ASTM D 695 test method. With the specimen loaded end to
end, the fixture provides support to the larger flat faces along the length of the
specimen leaving approximately 0.25 inch at each end unsupported. The
supporting members have been machined such that contact is limited to four
ridges along the length of each face.
All testing was completed using an Instron 4500/4505. The Instron was
controlled by a Labview II program on a Macintosh SE, which recorded the
applied load and crosshead displacement. The strains sensed by strain26
gauges were read by Micromeasurements [15] Model P3500 strain indicators
which supplied a signal recorded on a Soltec 2000 chart recorder.
3.2 Experimental Procedure
Prior to determining the interaction term, the non-interaction terms
must be determined. In addition to the longitudinal and transverse tensile and
compressive strengths required to determine the non-interaction parameters
F1, Fl 1, F2, and F22, the longitudinal and transverse Poisson's ratio, tensile
and compressive modulus are also required.
3.2.1 Uniaxial Characteristics Experimental Procedure
The uniaxial characteristics were determined using standard test
methods and specimens listed in Table 4. With the testing for the interaction
parameter F12 being determined under compression, the longitudinal and
transverse Poisson's ratio were determined by strain gauging 0° and 90°
ultimate compressive samples and recording the strains to failure, and
calculated in accordance with ASTM E 13227
Table 4.
Specimens and Test Methods Used to Determine UniaxialCharacteristics.
Property Layup Specimen
Dimensions
(inch)
Test
Method
X, Ell [018 10.0 x 1.00 x
0.046
ASTM D 3039
Y, E22 [90] 16 10.0 x 1.00 x
0.093
,, ,,
S, G12 [t 45]16 10.0 x 1.00 x
0.093
ASTM D 3518
X', u12 [018 3.18 x 0.50 x
0.046 tabbed
Boeing
Specification
Standard 7260
Type III
Y', v21 [90]16 3.18 x 0.50 x
0.093 tabbed
,, ,,
Eli' [0]8 3.18 x 0.50 x
0.046 untabbed
Boeing
Specification
Standard 7260
Type IV
E22' [90] 16 3.18 x 0.50 x
0.093 untabbed
,, ,,28
3.2.2 Biaxial Strength
To achieve a biaxial load state from which the normal interaction
parameter F12 could be determined, two test methods were investigated,a
10° off-axis tensile strength test and a modified uniaxial strain test.
3.2.2.1 10° Off-axis Tensile Strength Test Method
The 10° layup angle was not chosen specifically for the determination
of F12. The layup was initially chosen as an alternative method to the tensile
testing of ± 45° specimens for determining shear properties. In the test
procedure for determining the shear properties by use of a 10°, outlined by
Chamis and Sinclair [16], the angle between the direction loading and the
fiber direction must be less than 1°. To minimize the misalignment and
maximize the repeatability of testing the following procedurewas used. An
adjustable level / protractor was used to used to find and measure the
inclination of the Instron in the plane of the specimen. The specimenwas
placed in the lower grips and aligned to match the inclination of the Instron.
Once aligned, the lower and upper grips were tightened, and the testingwas
completed at a rate of 0.1 inch /minute.
3.2.2.2 The Proposed Modified Uniaxial Strain Test Method
The use of cylindrical specimens is not always practical due to the high
expense of fabricatingthin walled cylindrical samples and the difficulty of29
gripping the ends of a thin walled cylinder with sufficient strength capable of
loading to failure. The configuration investigated in this work creates a biaxial
compressive stress state with a uniaxial compressive strength test. There are
two primary reasons for this choice. First, as seen in Figure 5, the strength
curves of various values of F12 in the third and fourth quadrants are well
separated and the effect of Fl 2 will be more evident. Secondly, the test will be
able to use standard test specimens which are more available and less costly
to produce.
To achieve a biaxial compression strain state, a preconstrained sample
was used in a standard compressive strength test. A compressive load was
applied to the unidirectional test sample by means of a clamp in a direction
perpendicular to the length along the edge of the sample. This creates a strain
across the face of the specimen and allows the axial compressive strain
applied during the test to generate a transverse strain. The longitudinal and
transverse strains at failure will be use to determine the interaction parameter
F12.
Based on the success achieved by Wu using an iterative experimental
method to measure F12, an iterative method was used. However this method
was limited by the number of specimens available and the control over the
biaxial stress ratio at failure.
The basic test method used was a variation of the Boeing modified test
method BSS 7260 of ASTM D 695 for Compressive Properties of Rigid
Plastics. The layups used for testing are [018 and [90118. The samples were
fabricated to the requirement of BSS 7260 type III specimen (tabbed ultimate30
compression strength test). A photograph of this type of test specimens is
given in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Test Specimens Used in Modified Uniaxial Strain Tests.
To record the biaxial strain a 0°/90° rosette strain gauge was bonded to
the specimen to both sides of the gauge length of the specimen (Figure 10).
Thirty-four gauge wires were attached to the gauge and positioned along the
tab to coincide with the valleys between the supporting ridges of the test
fixture (Figures 11,12 and 13). The 34 gauge lead wires ended at terminals
temporarily bonded to the back of the test fixture. The strain readings were
recordedinthe same manner as thatofother tests(readby
Micromeasurements model P-3500 strain indicator which supplied a signal
recorded on a Soltec 2000 chart recorder).To obtain the biaxial strain state31
a bench vice is used to compress and constrain the specimen laterally in the
fixture. The bench vice applied the load through steel blocks approximately
.75 inch thick over 1.375 inch length centered about the 0.190 inch gauge
length of the specimen. To ensure an even distribution of the side load
pieces, 0.25 inch key stock steel were placed on the faces for the supporting
members of the fixtureensuring the lateral constraints remain parallel
(Figures 14 and 15). To minimize the axial load due to friction, the surface of
the lateral constraints were covered with an adhesive backed Teflon tape.
The test proceeds in the following manner. The strain-gauged
specimen was placed in the test fixture and checked to ensure that the end of
the specimen is flat against the base of the test fixture. The bolts which hold
the support face piece against the specimen are tightened to a torque of five
in-lbs. The lateral load is applied by the clamp through the pieces of key stock
to the specimen along the center section of the specimen. The longitudinal
load is applied by the Instron at a rate of 0.05 inch/minute and the longitudinal
and transverse strains and load are recorded. After the specimen fails the
maximum strains and load are recorded and the location and appearance of
the failure is noted. A photograph of the experimental setup is shown in
Figure 16.32
Figure 10. Strain Gauged Test Specimen.
Figure 11. Compressive Strength Test Fixture.33
Figure 12. Specimen Positioned in Test Fixture.
Figure 13. Assembled Test Fixture.34
Figure 14. Test Fixture with Additional Members.
Figure 15. Assembled Test Fixture with Additional Members.35
Figure 16. Modified Uniaxial Strain Test Setup.36
4. Results
4.1 Uniaxial Characteristics
As a result of uniaxial testing the following material characteristics,
listed in Table 5 were determined.
Table 5. Measured Uniaxial Characteristics for IM7/5260-H.
X = 335.5 ksi
X' = 277.8 ksi
Y = 10.25 ksi
Y' = 45.66 ksi
S = 24.38 ksi
Eli = 22.34 x 106 psi
Ell' = 11.20 x 106 psi
E22 = 1.29 x 106 psi
E22' =1.25 x 106 psi
E6 = 1.2 x 106 psi
u12 = 0.293 v21 = 0.027
With testing occurring in the third stress quadrant, the longitudinal and
transverse Poisson's ratios, v12 and v21 respectively, were measured during
an ultimate compressive strength test.
Poisson's Coupling requires that:
v12Ell
v21 E22
(39)
This requirement was applied to the compressive moduli and Poisson's ratios.
Since it was not known which of the four properties was in error, all were
adjusted an equal amount of 4.8%, to the values shown in Table 6.37
Table 6. Revised Compressive Moduli and Poisson's Ratio's.
u12 = 0.279
V21 = 0.028
E11' = 11.74 x 106 psi
E22' =1.19 x 106 psi
4.2 Biaxial Strength
Two types of biaxial testing were performed: the 10° off axis tensile
strength and the modified uniaxial compressive strain test.
4.2.1 10° Off Axis Tensile Strength Test Results
Three samples were tested which yielded the results in Table 7.
Table 7.10° Off Axis Tensile Strengths.
Sample Load Area 10° Off-axis
(Ibs) (in2) Strength
(ksi)
T 7 3650 45.5 x 10-3 80.22
T 8 3658 45.5 x10-3 80.40
T 9 3690 46.0 x10-3 80.22
4.2.2 Modified Uniaxial Strain Test Results
The results of the modified uniaxial strain tests described in section
3.2.2.2 are given in Table 8. Stresses,ai and 02, are at failure.38
Table 8.Modified Uniaxial Strain Test Results.
Sample Layup 01
at failure
(ksi)
02
at failure
(ksi)
i 6 [90]16 -16.66 -51.81
i 40 " " - 18.50 54.74
g 8 [0]8 - 183.86 -4.02
g 22
11 H -151.86 -4.38
g 33
11 11 -172.25 -3.06
g 41
,, ,, -177.15 -5.15
g 51
11 11 "' 185.98 - 6.02
g 59
,, -155.21 -5.16
4.3 Determination of the Non-Interaction Parameters
Utilizing the strength measurements in Table 5 and Equations 13 thru
17 the non-interaction parameters can be calculated.
Table 9 Non-Interaction Parameters for IM7/5260-H.
F11 = 10.73 x 10-6 ksi-2
F22 = 2.137 x 10-3 ksi-2
Fl = -619.1 x 10-6 ksi-1
F2 = 75.66 x 10-3 ksi-1
F66 = 1.68 x 10-3 ksi-239
With the determination of Fl 1 and F22 the stability limits of F12 can be
determined by Equation (10). The stability limits of this system are:
-151.4 x10-6 < F12 < 151.4 x10-6
Or when normalized as F12*
(40)
-1 < F12 <1 (41)
4.4 Determination of the Interaction Parameter F12
Together with the results of the uniaxial characteristics in Table 5, and
the results from biaxial strength tests, tables 7 and 8,the interaction
parameter can be determined.
4.4.1 Determination of F12 by 10° Off-Axis Tensile Strength Testing
Substituting the strength values shown in Table 5, the off-axis angle
and the non-interaction parameters from Table 9 into Equation 32, yields the
values of F12 shown in Table 10.
Table 10. Fl 2 as Determined by the 10° Off Axis Strength Tests.
Sample F12
(ksi-2)
F12*
T7 1.253 x 10-3 8.28
T 8 1.241 x 10-3 8.20
T 9 1.253 x 10-3 8.2840
4.4.2 Determination of F12 by Modified Uniaxial Strain Testing
Using the values of the non-interaction parameters in Table 9, withthe
experimental results of the modified uniaxial strain test shown in Table8, the
value of F12 can be determined using Equation (31), with06 = 0.The resulting
values are shown in Table 11.
Table 11.Determination of F12 by Modified Uniaxial Strain Testing.
Sample 01
(ksi)
02
(ksi)
B
(al /02)
F12
(ksi-2)
F12*
i6 -16.66 -51.81 0.32 - 480.5 x10-6 -3.17
i 40 - 18.50 - 54.74 0.34 631.1 x 10-6 -4.16
g 8 - 183.86 -4.02 45.7 536.5 x 10-6 3.54
g 22 -151.86 -4.38 34.7 713.9 x 10-6 4.71
g 33 -172.25 -3.06 56.3 746.3 x 10-6 4.93
g 41 -177.15 -5.15 34.3 485.8 x 10-6 3.21
g 51 - 185.98 6.02 30.9 398.1 x 10-6 2.63
g 59 -155.21 -5.16 29.9 608.3 x 10-6 4.02
There are two additional methods of calculating F12 from thedata
taken.
As noted in 2.4, the Tsai-Wu failure criterion is in the form ofa general
quadratic equation, containing six constants. The constantsa-e
corresponding with strength parameters F11, 2F12, F22, Fl, and F2 and f
with -1. Using the five biaxial data points from [0]8 (g51, g41, g8, g59,g22)41
whose values of F12 were closest to being within the stability limits, a system
of five equations of five unknown was used to solve for the five unknown
strength parameters. This method determines values for all of the strength
parameters. The strength parameters calculated in this manner are compared
to those calculated in section 4.3 are given in Table 12.
Table 12.
Comparison of Strength Parameters Determined by
Elliptical Solution and Experimental Results.
Parameter As Determined in 4.3Elliptical Solution 5 [0]8
F11 x 10 -6 ksi-2 10.73 -48.01
F12 x 10 -6 ksi-2 22.46
F22 x 10 -3 ksi-2 2.173 11.45
Fi x 10 -6 ksi-1 -619.1 -15.7
F2 x 10 -3 ksi-1 75.66 121.1
This method neglects all but five of the known data points. To fully
utilizeall the data points available (both uniaxial and biaxial) a least mean
squares solution in the form of an ellipse was used to determine the strength
parameters. Since the error could be in either the 01 or 02 direction on the
01-02 stress plane, Equation 4 was rewritten in polar form by making the
substitutions;
01 = rcos8
02 = rsin042
= tan-1 () (42)
The resulting polar form of the Equation 14 is
Fii r2cos20 + 2F1 2r2cosasina + F22r2sin20 + Fircose + F2rsin01 = 0
(43)
Using the failure stresses from the longitudinal and transverse compressive
and tensile strength tests along with the results of the modified biaxial strain
tests converted into polar form, a least squares ellipse, was determined. This
method assumes the error to be a radial direction from a data point. The least
squares ellipse yields a value for all of the strength parameters. A comparison
of the strength parameters calculated in this manner are compared to those
calculated in section 4.3 are given in Table 13.
Table 13.
Comparison of Strength Parameters Determined by
Least Squares Elliptical Solution and Experimental Results.
Parameter As Determined in 4.3 Least Squares Ellipse
Fl 1 x 10 -6 ksi-2 10.73 11.06
Fi 2 x 10 -6 ksi-2 504
F22 x 10 -3 ksi-2 2.173 2.14
Fl x 10 -6 ksi-1 -619.1 -802.8
F2 x 10 -3 ksi-1 75.66 75.6843
4.5 Approximation of F12
Using the measured uniaxial characteristics and the methods for
approximating for F12 given in Table 3, the approximated values of F12 for
the IM7/5260-H system, are given in Table 14.
Table 14. Approximations of F12 for IM7/5260-H.
Approximation F12 F12*
Narayanswami-Adelman 0 ksi-2 0
Tsai-Hahn -75.71 x 10-6 ksi-2 -0.50
Wu-Stachurski -10.67 x 10-6 ksi-2 -0.07
Wilczynski -62.02 x10-6 ksi-2 -0.41
4.6 Fl 2 Summary
A summary of the values of Fl 2 and F12* as determined by the
various methods is given in Table 15. The stability limits for the IM7/5260-H
system are -151.4 x 10-6 < F12 < 151.4 x 10-6 ksi-2 ( 1 < F12* < 1).44
Table 15. F12 Summary.
Experimental Mean F12
(ksi-2)
Mean F12* F12*
Std. Dev.
10° Off Axis Tensile Strength 1249 x 10-6 8.25 0.05
Modified Strain Test a2 > al -555.7 x 10-6 -3.67 0.70
Modified Strain Test al>02 581.5 x 10-6 3.84 0.87
Elliptical Solution of 5 [0]8 pts 22.41 x 10-6 0.148 N/A
Least Mean Square 251.2 x 10-6 1.66 N/A
Approximations
Narayanswami-Adelman 0 0 N/A
Tsai-Hahn -75.71 x 10-6 -0.50 N/A
Wu-Stachurski -10.67 x 10-6 -0.07 N/A
Wilczynski -62.02 x10-6 -0.41 N/A45
5. Discussion
Several questions need to be addressed concerning the significance
and measurement of the normal interaction parameter F12.
5.1 Significance of F12
Does an interaction parameter exist in the Tsai-Wu strength criterion ?
Clearly one must ensure a closed failure surface preventing the indication of
infinite strength. But a value of zero is allowable. The value of F12 has been
shown to define the inclination of the axes of the failure surface, the position
of the center of the failure surface, and effects the length of the semimajor
and semiminor axes. The magnitude of these effects dependson the rotation
of the failure ellipse, Equation 29b, which in turn dependson the relative
magnitude of F12 to Fl 1 and F22.
Could a change in Fi 2 due to damage be detected? Presumably the
damage would also effect other material properties (strengths, moduli, and
Poisson's ratios) to varying degrees depending on the type of damage
(chemical, aging, fatigue etc.). Any changes in these material properties
would also alter the failure surface from its original position. One test for
changes in F12 would be to measure one of the effects of F12. Perhaps the
easiest would be to find five points on the failure ellipse and solve for the
constants describing the ellipse. The most obvious effect of F12 on the failure
surface is the rotation of the axis.46
5.2 Experimental Determination of F12
There are three prerequisites to experimentally determine F12; first, the
longitudinal and transverse, tensile and compressive, strengths, moduli and
Poisson's ratios must accurately be known, second, a testing apparatus which
allows for the control of the biaxial stress ratio at failure, and finally a test
fixture and loading method which controls the mode of failure.
5.2.1 Analysis of Experimental Errors
As can be seen in the summary of the values of F12 in Table 15, there
is a wide range of values was determined for Fl 2. Why is Fl 2 so difficult to
measure ? In addition to the typical sources of experimental errors ( strain
gauge misalignment, errors in measuring the strains etc.) associated with
determining the strains at failure, there are several other sources of
experimental errors which adversely effect the ability to experimentally
determine Fi 2. These additional sources of the error will be examined.
5.2.1.1 Variation of Material Characteristics
Whenever possible the experiments used the average value of a
property. Unfortunately there was not suitable control in the modified uniaxial
strain test to permit tests to be performed at the same biaxial stress level. The
mean and standard deviation of the properties measure are given in Table 16.47
Table 16. Variations of Material Characteristics.
Property Number of
Measurements
Mean Value Standard
Deviation
X 3 335.5 ksi 1.9 ksi
X' 3 277.8 ksi 8.1 ksi
Y 2 10.25 ksi 0.45 ksi
Y' 3 45.66 ksi 1.19 ksi
E11 2 22.34 x 106 0.09 x 106
E11' 2 11.2 x 106 0.14 x 106
E22 2 1.29 x 106 0.05 x 106
E22' 2 1.25 x 106 0.03 x 106
10° Off-Axis
Tensile Strength
3 80.28 ksi 0.1 ksi
The determination of F12 is the result of a series of experiments.
When Equation 31 is expanded back to the measured properties, it becomes:
1
F12[2E11 ._22e1+1121 egul 2c1+E2)
(Ell(E1+1'21E2) )2(E22(v12E1+62) )2
[(1-1,121,21)2" X X' Y
- (E1+1,21 2) )(1u12u21);74)
-(E22(u12E1 +2) ) (1u121-)21)(17
Y'
(44)
With X, X', Y, Y', E11, E22, ui 2 and u21 all experimentally determined. An
error in one, or in combination, will adversely effect the ability to determine48
F12 regardless of the accuracy of the strain measurement at failure. To
demonstrate this effect a series of numerical experiments were performed. A
normal population about the mean of each material property X, X', Y, and Y',
with the corresponding standard deviation was assumed. With the failure
strains held constant, a random property value was taken from each property
population and a value of F12 was determined.
Using the results from the 10° off-axis strength tests and Equation 32,
three sets of 1000 numerical experiments were performed.In the first, the
uniaxial strengths were allowed to vary. In the second only the off-axis
strength was allowed to vary. Both the uniaxial strengths and the off-axis
strengths varied in the third.Results of these numerical experiments are
shown in Table 17.
Table 17
Results of Numerical Experiments for Variations of X, X', Y,Y'
and Off-Axis Strength
on F12 as Determined by 10° Off-Axis Strength Testing.
Test Condition Mean F12 Std. Dev.
Varying X,X',Y,Y' 1.181 x10-3 47 x 10-6
Varying Off-Axis
Strength
1.297 x 10-3 6.2 x 10-6
Varying Both 1.181 x 10'3 47 x 10-6
For each of the results of the modified uniaxial strain tests and
Equation 31, 1000 similar numerical experiments were performed varying X,49
X', Y and Y' to generate a large population of F12 values.The results are
shown in Table 18.
Table 18
Results of Numerical Experiments for Variations
of X, X', Y and Y' on F12
as Determined by Modified Uniaxial Strain Testing.
Sample Mean F12 Std. Dev.
i 6 -485 x 10-6 104 x 10-6
i 40 -635 x 10-6 102 x 10-6
g 8 531 x 10-6 22 x 10-6
g 22 705 x 10-6 21 x 10.6
g 33 736 x 10-6 29 x 10-6
g41 479 x 10-6 19 x 10-6
g51 393 x 10-6 17 x 10-6
g 59 602 x 10-6 19 x 10-6
overall 258 x 10-6 486 x 10-6
The numerical experiments were repeated but the strengthresults
were also allowed to randomly vary to account for error in the moduli,
Poisson's ratios and strain readings. The results of1000 numerical
experiments for each modified strain tests are shown in Table 19.50
Table 19
Results of Numerical Experiments for Variations
of X, X', Y ,Y', Eii ,E22,112, and u2 on F12
as Determined by Modified Uniaxial Strain Testing.
Sample Mean F12 Std. Dev.
i6 -484 x 10-6 215 x 10-6
i 40 -635 x 10-6 215 x 10-6
g8 530 x 10-6 61 x10-6
g 22 707 x 10-6 64 x 10-6
g 33 739 x 10-6 80 x 10-6
g41 483 x 10-6 51 x10-6
g 51 397 x 10-6 64 x 10r6
g 59 608 x 10-6 55 x 10-6
The results of Tables 18 and 19 are compared in Figure (17).0.0010
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Figure 17.
Results of Numerical Experiments on the Effect of Variations
in Material Characteristics.52
To accurately measure Fl 2 the uniaxial strengths X, X', Y, and Y' must
also be accurately known. In examining the error bars from modified uniaxial
strain test results the same variation in X, X', Y, and Y' created a greater error
for the test performed at lower biaxial stress ratio (approximately 0.3 for the
[90116 samples i 6 and i 40), than for the test performed at the higher biaxial
stress ratio (approximately 30 for the [018 for samples g 8, g 22, g 33, g 41, g
51, and g 59). To illustrate the effect of a 5% variation in each of the values of
X, X', Y, and Y' figures 18 through 21 show the variation range from the
surface as defined as with F12 equal to zero.
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Figure 18. The Effect of a 5% Variation of X on the Failure Surface.20
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Figure 19. The Effect of a 5% Variation of X' on the Failure Surface.
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Figure 21. The Effect of a 5% Variation of Y' on the Failure Surface.
5.2.1.2 Biaxial Stress State Control
As noted in 2.2.4 there exist an optimum biaxial stress ratio for
determining the value of F12, which depends on the biaxial stress ratio and
the value of F12. With an off-axis strength test, the stress ratio is determined
by the offset angle. The stress ratio produced may not provide great enough
accuracy for determining F12 within the experimental error. As found by
Pipes and Cole [8] when the same system was tested with varying
orientations, only one orientation provided a value within the stability limits.
This can been seen in Figure 22. The off-axis strengthsas predicted for
various values of Fl 2* are plotted with the experimentally measured off-axis
strength measured by Pipes and Cole [8].55
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Figure 22. Predicted vs Actual Off-Axis Strength.
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From Figure 22 it is clear that to determine F12 from an off-axis tensile
test, the offset angle cannot be chosen randomly. Testing should be
accomplished at an offset angle where the separation of the strengths as
predicted by differing values of F12 is the greatest. For all off-axis angles the
difference between values of closely space values of F12* is small. At larger
offset angles, the various predicted strength are too close together to provide
an accurate measurement of Fl 2.
In the case of the modified uniaxial strain tests performed on the
graphite / bismalimide system when the values of Fl 2* are plotted against the
corresponding stress ratios, Figure 23, a trend is evident. If the stress ratio
(01 /02) was allowed to decrease further, it would be expected that values of
F12* within the stability limits would have been obtained. Unfortunately this
was not possible due to the limits of the initial transverse deformation.6
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Figure 23. Experimentally Determined F12* vs. Biaxial Stress Ratio.
5.2.1.3 Failure Mode
As stated in 2.2.4, testing in the third and fourth stress quadrants offers
the greatest distance between the failure surfaces of differing values of F12
and the opportunity of the greatest resolution of F12. But the third stress
quadrant holds the disadvantage of the variability of compressive failure.
Compressive failure can occur by a variety of modes such as;
microbuckling of fibers, matrix yielding and shear through both the matrix and58
the fibers [17]. As found by Pearson [18] different compressive failure modes
gave different strength for the same system. Compressive modes can be
influenced by specimen characteristics such as out of plane and in plane
waviness of the fibers and resin nonlinearities [19]. Orientation is critical. In
his work, Pearson [18] noted that a 3 percent misalignment would leadto a 13
to 20 percent reduction in the expected strength. He also noted that itwas
difficult to have misalignment of less the 3 percent.
In Equation 4 it was assumed the inplane shears and out of plane
normal and shear stresses are zero.If due to misalignment, these stresses
are not zero, the value of F12 determined by Equation 31 will be in error.
One type of misalignment possible is in the orientation of the specimen
to the applied loads. This type of misalignment wouldcause a shear stress in
the plane of the angle of misalignment. This may be in the 1-2, 1-3,or 2-3
planes or in combination. To examine the possibility misalignmentwas the
major source of error in the measurements of F12 made by the modified
uniaxial strain tests, the minimum and maximum shear stress requiredto
cause the determined value of F12 to fall within the stability limits were
calculated. In these calculations the normal-shear interactionswere assumed
to be zero (F16= F26 = 0). The minimum and maximum shear stress to
"correct" the data are listed in Table 20. The ultimate shear strengthwas
determined to be 24.4 ksi.Itis concluded that undoubtedly some
misalignment occurred during the modified uniaxial strain testing, but it is not
the single reason the measured values of F12 did not fall within the stability
limits.59
Table 20. Required Shear Stress to "Correct" Data.
Sample Minimum
Shear Stress
(ksi)
Maximum
Shear Stress
(ksi)
g 8 18.4 24.6
g 22 21.1 26.2
g 33 19.3 23.7
g 41 19.1 26.3
g 51 18.1 27.1
g 59 20.9 27.0
i 6 no solution no solution
i 40 no solution no solution
In the case of the "i" type specimens ( [901i6 layup ), the value of F12
was below the lower stability limit and the presence of a shear stress only
made the value of F12 be further from the stability limit. However, it is
possible to provide an explanation for these data points, by the presence of
shear stresses. If Equation 2 is applied to a specially orthotropic material and
solved for F12.
,
Fl 2-2011 k1F11012F22 022F33 032 F6606
F101 F202 F303
- 2F130103 2F160106 2F2302032F260206 2F360306 ) (45)60
Assuming the normal shear interaction terms are positive in sign, with
testing occurring in the third stress quadrant (03, 04, < 0), and 06 is taken as
a positive number ( in section 2.1.1 it was assumed direction did not effect
shear strength in a plane ), the resulting terms would be negative in sign, and
would increase the value of F12.
Another type of misalignment, which would cause an error in the
determination of F12 is the misalignment of the loading surfaces. If either the
faces of the clamping force or the base and moving platens are not parallel
the applied load(s) would be concentrated and the stress required to achieve
failure would decrease.
In addition to misalignment failure due to buckling would cause an error
in the determination of F12. Buckling can be minimized by using a small
gauge length and/or increasing the amount of support to the specimen. The
smaller the gauge length the more difficult instrumentation becomes. The
supporting structure for the specimen must provide support, but also allow for
the deformation of the specimen with a minimum of interference. In the case
of the modified uniaxial strain test examined as part of this work, the gauge
length of the specimen is unsupported.Experimentally buckling would be
evident by a difference in the measured strains from opposing sides of the
gauge length. There was evidence of some degree of buckling in all of the
modified uniaxial strain tests completed, but in the test with the least buckling
(g51, -678 RE vs. -673 ILLE transverse strain at failure) the resulting value of
F12 was not within the stability limits.
The presence of an unsupported section of the specimen can also lead
to other problems. When testing a 0° sample where the major load applied61
along the fiber direction, the gauge length of the specimen is in a biaxial
stress state, which depending on the biaxial stress ratio changes the load
required to cause failure in the fiber direction. The unsupported ends of the
sample are not in a biaxial stress state and require a lower stress to cause
failure in the fiber direction. If the bonded tabs along these unsupported length
do not provide sufficient additional strength, failure may occur outside the
biaxial stress region.
5.2.1.4 Assumed Linearity
Obviously the key terms in determining the value of F12 are the
stresses at failure. The moduli and Poisson's ratios are the means of the
transforming from the measured strains to stresses at failure. Any error in the
value of the moduli and Poisson's ratios would have a significant effect. In
addition to any errors in the value of the moduli and Poisson's ratios, the
assumptions concerning these properties can lead to errors in determining
F12. Are the moduli and Poisson's ratios constant to failure ? They are only
applied at failure.
In the work by Kubumura and Nobuyuki concerning the compression
nonlinearity of carbon fiber epoxy composites [19], for the systems studied, it
was observed that as the longitudinal compressive strain increases, the
longitudinal modulus decreases to almost zero, while the Poisson's ratio
remains constant. For one system studied, at ninety percent of the
compressive failure stress, the tangential modulus had decreased to thirty
percent of the tangential modulus near zero strain. The change in stiffness62
was due the modulus softening of the fibers. The amount of softening
increased with the modulus of the fibers. Kubumura and Nobuyuki also noted
an increase in the longitudinal tangential tensile modulus as the tensile strain
increased, but not to the extent as the softening under compressive stress.
Under some biaxial loading conditions the ultimate longitudinal strength
will increase ( in the region of the "noses" of the failure ellipse). Do the moduli
and Poisson's ratios remain constant? Are the moduli and Poisson's ratios
affected by a biaxial load state?
The concerns with the assumptions about the moduli and Poisson's
ratios do not change when the failure ellipse is viewed in strainspace.In
making the transition to strain space the sameconcerns persist and a
significant new concern is added. As shown in Equation 16, there is onlyone
value for each of the longitudinal and transverse moduli and Poisson's ratios.
This would imply that the moduli and Poisson's ratiosare equal in both
compression and tension for both directions. This assumption is not large for
the transverse modulus of the composite system characterized in section 4.
E22 = 1.29 msi m 1.19= E22'
But for the assumption is larger for longitudinal modulus.
Eli = 22. msi * 11 msi= E11'
Are the longitudinal and transverse Poisson's ratios thesame in tension in
compression? With the experiments to determine F12 being accomplished in
a compression-compression load state no attempt was made to measure the
tensile Poisson's ratios no conclusion can be made.
The implication of these assumptions and unanswered question adds
to the error in determining the interaction parameter F12.63
5.3 Approximations of F12
To determine which approximation is the most accurate for various
materials, a comparison was made of known values and the various
approximations of F12. The comparison utilized material properties and
experimentally determined values of F12 given by shown Wu and Stachurski
[12] and shown in Table 21.
Table 21
Known Mechanical Strength Properties.
Material X X' Y Y' F12 (exP.)
Thermo-
plastic
7.7 5.9 5 6.6 -110 x10-4
Paper #1 7.3 2.4 3.5 1.19 - 400x10-4
Paper #2 6.9 2.26 2.7 0.093 500 x10-4
Graphite/
Epoxy #1
185.6 127.1 7.52 33.8 -1.62 x10-4
Graphite/
Epoxy #2
150 100 6 17 2.45 x10-4
Graphite/
Epoxy #3
149 103 6.3 18.2 2 x10-4
Glass/
Epoxy
120.8 88.1 3.25 13.57 -6.39 x10-464
The measured values of Fl 2 listed in Table 21 are compared to the
estimated value of Fl 2 as defined by each approximation in Table 22.
Table 22. Comparison of Known Values of Fl 2 to Approximations.
Material Measured
F12
F12 =
0
(error)
F12 = F12 =
1
F12=
1
2F11 F22
(error)
XX"+YY'
(error)
XY+X'Y'
(error)
Thermo- -110 x10-4 0 -129.1 x104 - 127.5x104129.1 x10r4
plastic (100 %) (-17 %) (-16 %) (-18 %)
Paper #1 - 400x104 0 - 582.9 x10-4 - 460.4x1041- 351.7x10-4
(100 %) (-45 %) (-15 %) (12 %)
Paper #2 - 500x10-4 0 - 812.3 x10-4- 554.8 x104- 483.9 x104
(100 %) (-62 %) (-11 %) (3 %)
Graphite/ -1.62 x10-4 0 - 2.04 x1e -0.42 x10-4- 1.07x104
Epoxy #1 (100 %) (-26 %) (74 %) ( -9 %)
Graphite/ 2.45 x104 0 - 4.04x10-4 - 0.66x104- 3.85x10-4
Epoxy #2 (100 %) (265 %) (127 %) (257 %)
Graphite/ 2 x10-4 0 - 3.77x10-4 -0.65 x104- 3.56x104
Epoxy #3 (100 %) (288 %) (132 %) (278 %)
Glass/ 6.39 x104 0 - 7.23x104 - 0.94x10-4- 6.26 x10
Epoxy (100 %) (-13 %) (85 %) (2 %)
Average 100 % 56 % 54 % 75 %
Error65
The two materials withpositive measured values ofFl 2,
epoxy/graphites #2 and #3, were the least accurately approximated materials.
For the remaining materials the approximation F12-XY+X'Y'provided
either the best or not significantly worse, approximations of F12. Overall the
approximation F12XX'+YY'provided the better approximation.
To illustrate the possible error in the biaxial strength due the use of an
estimated value of F12 for materials of varying degrees of isotropy, the error
in the biaxial strength determined by the experimentally measured value of
F12 and the approximations were calculated. This was accomplished by again
writing the Tsai-Wu strength criterion in polar form Equation 43. When terms
are combined yields:
(F11 cos20 + F22sin20 + 2F12cosesin0 )r2 + (F1cos0 +F2sin0 )r- 1 = 0 (46)
The biaxial strength r, was then expressed in terms of 0 by solving for
roots of the equation.
Using Equation 46, and the experimentally determined values of F12
and the approximations in Table 22, the error was determined between the
value of r as determined by the experimental value of F12 and each of the
approximations, as the angle 0 was varied from 0 to 2n. This was done for
materials of varying isotropy. An anisotropy factor was defined as
anisotropy factor =
F22
F11
(47)66
The results of the comparisons for a thermoplastic (isotropy factor
0.721),graphite/epoxy#1 (isotropy factor 0.011), and a glass/epoxy
(anisotropy factor 0.004), are shown in Figures 24, 25, and 26 respectively.
From these figures is can be seen for less isotropic materials, Figures 25 and
26, the region of the largest errors occurs over a small range of biaxial stress
ratios, than for the more isotropic material. For the less isotropic materials, the
largest errors occurred at angles slightly greater than a and slightly less than
a, corresponding to a compressive and tensile longitudinal load with a slight
compressive transverse load.It also corresponds with the sharper ends of
the failure ellipse as seen in stress space.40
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Error in Predicted Biaxial Strength for a Thermoplastic
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Error in Predicted Biaxial Strength for a Glass/Epoxy
due to Approximated Values of F12.70
Figures 24, 25, and 26 also show a maximum error larger than the ten
percent maximum reported by Narayanaswami and Adelman [11] in section
2.2.5.
It is felt that this conclusion reached by Narayanaswami and Adelman
[11] is true for the specific loading conditions they examined. It does not hold
for the entire failure surface. As noted earlier, and can be seen in Figures 24,
25, and 26, the difference between failure surfaces varies with the biaxial
stress ratio. In their work Narayanaswami and Adelman [11] examined a
single load ratio in each load condition. If the entire spectrum of load ratios is
not examined no general conclusions can be made. To accomplish this
comparison the shear stress must be included into the failure surface. This
can be accomplished as discussed by Collins and Crane [5], by the addition of
an axis normal to the a1 -a2 plane to represent the shear stress in the 01-02
plane. This results in an ellipsoid failure surface, which is symmetric about the
a1 -a2 plane due to the assumption the shear strength does not change with a
change in sign.Cr2 ksi 100
0
100
-600
-400
71
200
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200
Figure 27.
3 Dimensional lnplane Failure Surface.
In their work Narayanaswami and Adelman [11] examined the
difference between different failure ellipsoids at only six points for each
material. Using their material properties a series of numerical experiments
was made to determine the maximum error, between the approximations of
F12* = 0 and F12* =-1/2 and F12* = 0 and F12* = 1/2. For load cases were
060 the normal shear interactions are assumed to be zero. In order to
examine error between different failure ellipsoids over half the surface (since
the surface is symmetric about the 01-02 plane), the failure criterion must be
expressed in spherical coordinates where:
= p sin4 cosh
02 = p sirp sin()72
06 = p sin+ sin()
Et is the angle in the 01-02 plane from the positive 01 axis
4 is the angle from the positive 06 axis
The results from Narayanaswami and Adelman and the numerical
experiments are given in Table 23. These results show that there is a much
larger maximum error, approximately forty percent as opposed to ten, when
the entire failure ellipsoid is examined. The largest errors occurred at small
angles off the 01-02 axes and small angles above the 01-02 plane.
Table 23.
Maximum Error Between Approximations
F12* = 0 and F12* =-1/2 and F12* = 0 and F12* = 1/2.
Material Load
Condition
al =
02=
012 =
Off-Axis
Ref [11]
T/2
T/2
T/2
Tension
> 0
>0
>0
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 0.97 40.71
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 0.98 41.76
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 1.01 41.14
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F .83 40.75
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. .97 40.61
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F .59 40.83
Thornel 300/Narmco 5208 1.43 40.78
Kevlar 49 VF = 0.6 at R.T. 1.32 40.05
Borsic/Aluminum VF = 0.5 at R.T. 1.88 40.05
Boron Epoxy 0.48 38.3973
Table 23. Continued.
Material Load
Condition
01=
02 =
01 2 =
Off-Axis Compression
Ref [11]
C/2
C/2
C/2
<0
< 0
<0
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 2.27 40.71
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 2.07 41.68
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 3.3 41.15
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 1.43 40.8
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 2.02 40.61
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 1.1 40.88
Thornel 300/Narmco 5208 2.02 40.84
Kevlar 49 VF = 0.6 at R.T. 3.55 40.05
Borsic/Aluminum VF = 0.5 at R.T. 2.46 40.05
Boron Epoxy 1.06 38.37
Material Load
Condition
01=
02=
012 =
Positive
Ref [11]
V
-V
0
Shear
>0
< 0
0
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 6.84 41.33
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 4.72 40.08
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 7.14 41.20
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 4.81 40.76
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 6.63 41.35
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 6.43 40.03
Thornel 300/Narmco 5208 4.15 41.29
Kevlar 49 VF = 0.6 at R.T. 8.75 42.36
Borsic/Aluminum VF = 0.5 at R.T. 8.91 42.38
Boron Epoxy 6.42 42.3774
Table 23. Continued.
Material Load
Condition
01=
02=
012=
Negative
Ref [11]
-V
V
0
Shear
>0
> 0
0
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 1.83 41.38
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 1.50 40.15
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 1.43 41.18
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 1.81 40.71
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 2.00 41.36
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 1.63 40.06
Thornel 300/Narmco 5208 2.55 41.21
Kevlar 49 VF = 0.6 at R.T. 1.65 42.38
Borsic/Aluminum VF = 0.5 at R.T. 4.30 42.38
Boron Epoxy 1.34 42.44
Material Load
Condition
01=
02=
012 =
Biaxial
Ref [11]
P
P
0
Tension
>0
> 0
0
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 1.83 41.41
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 1.62 42.66
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 1.44 41.57
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 1.89 41.93
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 2.00 41.40
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 1.78 42.74
Thornel 300/Narmco 5208 2.57 41.42
Kevlar 49 VF = 0.6 at R.T. 2.09 40.45
Borsic/Aluminum VF = 0.5 at R.T. 4.05 40.45
Boron Epoxy 1.26 40.3375
Table 23. Continued.
Material Load
Condition
01=
02=
012=
Biaxial Compression
Ref [11]
C
C
0
<0
<0
0
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 6.84 41.42
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 4.60 42.60
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 7.13 41.59
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 4.73 42.01
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 6.63 41.42
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 6.29 42.68
Thornel 300/Narmco 5208 4.13 41.48
Kevlar 49 VF = 0.6 at R.T. 8.34 40.46
Borsic/Aluminum VF = 0.5 at R.T. 9.15 40.46
Boron Epoxy 6.50 40.35
Material Load Condition
0i>0
02>0
012>0
01 >0
02 <0
012>0
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 40.69 40.65
High-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 39.35 39.31
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 40.77 40.75
High-Mod. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 39.46 39.54
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at R.T. 40.59 40.54
Int.-Str. Gr/Epoxy at 350° F 38.37 38.37
Thorne! 300/Narmco 5208 40.52 40.61
Kevlar 49 VF = 0.6 at R.T. 41.94 41.93
Borsic/Aluminum VF = 0.5 at R.T. 41.94 41.93
Boron Epoxy 40.37 40.3676
6. Conclusions
The Tsai-Wu strength criterion provides a mathematically simple
representation of the failure surface of anisotropic materials. In this strength
theory the interaction parameter F12 is the key term in defining the biaxial
strength in the 1-2 plane. It is the determination of this term which is the major
disadvantage of the Tsai-Wu strength criterion. The presence of an interaction
term rotates and changes the shape of the failure surface. The magnitude of
these effects depends on the relative magnitude of F12 to Fl1 and F22.
Research by Wu [9] has shown the resolution with which Fl2 can be
experimentally determined, depends on the biaxial stress ratio at which the
experiment is performed and the value of F12 itself. Wu found that the
greatest resolution of F12 occurs at high stress ratios in the third and fourth
stress quadrants. In addition to testing at a biaxial stress state of high
resolution, it is critical that the ultimate strengths, moduli and Poisson's ratios
are accurately known.
Three experimental methods have been examined for the
determination of F12: off-axis strength test, testing of cylindrical specimens,
and a modified uniaxial strain test. The off-axis strength test offers a straight
forward test procedure, but the stress ratio is determined by the offset angle
between the fiber direction and the direction of loading. If the biaxial stress
state due to the offset angle is not near the optimum stress state for the
determination of F12 for that system, the results are unlikely to be within the
stability limits.77
The testing of cylindrical specimens has the advantage of the
opportunity to control both stresses in either a tension-torsion or tension-
internal pressure test to the desired stress ratio. The disadvantage to this type
of testing is the extensive experimental setup required and the expense and
difficulty of manufacturing cylindrical specimens. None the less, the testing
utilizing cylindrical specimens provides the best opportunity to measure Fl 2.
Although the modified uniaxial strain test investigated as part of this
work did not yield any results within the stability limits for the composite
system tested, the experimental method does show promise. Unlike the
cylindrical specimen tests, the modified uniaxial strain test utilizes a standard
test fixture and less expensive, easier to produce test specimen. But unlike
the off-axis strength tests, there is a degree of control over the biaxial load
state but not to the degree of the cylindrical specimen tests. Future
improvements to the supplemental test fixture such as a raised ridge the
thickness of the specimen along the side loading blocks would provide a
greater initial load transverse to the specimens length without interference
from the test fixture. Also, the use of 45° rosette strain gauges instead of the
0°/90° rosette to allow for the detection and measurement of shear stresses is
recommended.
Regardless of the method used, one disadvantage of experimentally
determining F12 is the large number of specimens required. Not only is a
large number of specimens required to complete the iterative experimental
procedure as suggested by Wu [9] (estimating F12, calculating the optimum
stress ratio, performing the test, calculating to new value of F12, until the78
value of F12 converges), but also the number of specimens required to
establish accurate values for the strengths, moduli and Poisson's ratios.
Another area of concern is the assumption of the linearity of the
longitudinal and transverse moduli and Poison's ratios required to calculate
the failure stress from the measured failure strains. One possible solution to
this problem would be to instrument the fixture in addition to the specimen to
monitor the applied loads. Strain gauges would still be required on the
specimen to detect bending. Since the members used to apply the loads to
the specimen are in their elastic region, Hooke's law could more confidently
be applied to calculated the loads on the specimen. However, allowance
must be made for the friction forces encountered by the applied force due to
clamping.
There have been four major approximations for the interaction
parameter F12. Each of the approximations provides varying degrees of
accuracy for varying degrees of material isotropy. When compared to
measured values, the approximation by Wilczynski gave good result for all but
two materials. For any given material the error between the biaxial strength
due to the use of an approximation varies with the biaxial load state. The
major error occurs typically in the region where the radius of curvature is the
smallest.
In discussion of the interaction parameter F12 Tsai and Wu [1] stated.
If experimental data do not agree with the predictions and
constraints of our theory, we can modify theinitial
assumptions, such as a change in the function form of
Equation 1 or the inclusion of higher order terms but we are
not at liberty to relax the stability requirement.79
The Tsai-Wu strength criterion provides a mathematically simple description
of the failure surface for an anisotropic material. As suggested by Hashin [20]
the actual failure surface is defined by regions in which different failure modes
dominate. These modal regions combine to create a closed surface which is
not continuously smooth. This limitation was understood by Tsai and Wu, as
they stated in their strength theory.
An operationally simple strength criterion cannot possibly
explain the actual mechanisms of failures. It is intended only
as a useful tool for material characterization, which
determines how many independent strength components
exist and how they are measured; and for design which
requires a relatively simple method of estimating the load-
carrying capacity of a structure.
With allof the possible sources in error in the experimental
determination of F12, error in strengths, and the moduli and Poisson's ratios,
and the ramification of the assumptions made about the linearity of the moduli
and Poisson's ratios, it would be difficult to expect the Tsai-Wu strength
criterion to provide an exact solution for the failure surface. None the less the
Tsai-Wu strength criterion is useful to a material scientist in providing an
approximation of the strength capabilities of anisotropic materials.80
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Appendix 2
Strains Measured at Failure
Sample Layup El
RE
E2
RE
g33 [018 -14600 1523
g51
II II -15700 -641
g8
II II -15566 991
g41
,, ,, 14968 -119
g22
,, " -12832 -68
i41 [90] 16 -288 - 45556
i8
,, ,, -200 -43141
Appendix 3
Listing of the Basic Program Used to Calculate F12
W.C. Hansen
Oregon State University
Mechanical Engineering Department
5/30/92
This program will find the value of F12 from the longitudinal and transverse
ultimate strain of a biaxial compression test.
Variable Key
el strain in the 1 direction
e2 strain in the 2 direction
EE1 modulus in the 1 direction
EE2 modulus in the 2 direction
sl stress in the 1 direction
s2 stress in the 2 direction94
s1 ksi stress in the 1 direction in ksi
s2ksi stress in the 2 direction in ksi
Nul 2 Poisson's Ratio -e2/el
Nu21 Poisson's Ratio -el/e2
F11 Tsai - Wu parameter 1/(XX') in ksi
F22 Tsai Wu parameter 1/(YY') in ksi
Fl Tsai - Wu parameter 1/X-1/X' in ksi
Fl 1 Tsai - Wu parameter 1/Y-1/Y' in ksi
The number of samples and their data
nosamp = 26
DIM Sample$(nosamp)
DIM el (nosamp)
DIM e2(nosamp)
Sample$(1) = "g 33 side A"
el(1)= -13400
e2(1) = 1523
Sample$(2) = "g 33 side B"
el (2) = -15870
e2(2) = 1523
Sample$(3) = "g 33 aye"
el (3) = -14600
e2(3) = 1523
Sample$(4) = "g 51 side A"
el (4) = -15700
e2(4) = -979
Sample$(5) = "g 51 side B"
el (5) = -15700
e2(5) = -303
Sample$(6) = "g 51 aye"
e1(6) = -15700
e2(6) = -641
Sample$(7) = "g 43"
e1(7) = -1129895
e2(7) = -32.1
Sample$(8) = "g 44"
el (8) = -13401
e2(8) = 151.6
Sample$(9) = "g 8 same side"
el (9) = -15566
e2(9) = 1735
Sample$(10) = "g 8 other side"
el (10) = -15566
e2(10) = 246
Sample$(11) = "g 8 aye"
el(11)=-15566
e2(11) = 991
Sample$(12) = "g 59 same side"
el (12) = -13098
e2(12) = -678
Sample$(13) = "g 59 other side"
el (13) = -13098
e2(13) = -673
Sample$(14) = "g 59 aye"
el (14) = -13098
e2(14) = -676
Sample$(15) = "g 41 same side"
el (15) = -14968
e2(15) = 289
Sample$(16) = "g 41 other side"
el (16) = -14968
e2(16) = -527
Sample$(17) = "g 41 aye"
e1(17) = -14968
e2(17) = -119
Sample$(18) = "g 22 same side"
el (18) = -12832
e2(18) = 1069
Sample$(19) = "g 22 other side"96
el (19) = -12832
e2(19) = -1205
Sample$(20) = "g 22 aye"
e1(20) = -12832
e2(20) = -68
Sample$(21) = "i 40 same side"
e1(21) = -376
e2(21) = -45556&
Sample$(22) = "i 40 other side"
el (22) = -200
e2(22) = -45556&
Sample$(23) = "i 40 aye"
el (23) = -288
e2(23) = -45556&
Sample$(24) = "i 6 same side"
el (24) = -87
e2(24) = -43141&
Sample$(25) = "i 6 other side"
el (25) = -314
e2(25) = -43141&
Sample$(26) = "i 6 aye"
el (26) = -200
e2(26) = -43141&
Constants
F11 = .00001073#
F22 = .002137
Fl = -.0006191
F2 = .07566
Nu21 = .027
Nu21 a = .028
Nul 2 = .293
Nul 2a = .279
EE1 = 1.12E+0797
EEla = 1.174E+07
EE2 = 1250000!
EE2a = 1190000!
Ff= SQR(F11*F22)
OPEN "caics" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
'Print Header
PRINT #1,
"Sample",",",""el,",","e2""""Fl 2","" 2 *11 "Fl 2*,"," ","s1,",","s2",",","B",",","uF12"""
,"uF12*",",","usl""","us2",",","uB"
'Main Program
FOR i = 1 TO nosamp
convert the strain values from micro strains
el (i) = el (i)* .000001
e2(i) = e2(i) * .000001
calculate stresses from strains at failure using unadjusted parameters
51 = ( EE1/(1-Nul 2*Nu21)) *(el (i)+Nu2l*e2(i))
s2 = ( EE2/(1-Nu12*Nu21)) *(Nu12*el (i)+e2(i))
B = sl /s2
calculate stresses from strains using adjust parameters
sl a = ( EE1a/(1-Nu 1 2a*Nu21a)) *(el (i)+Nu21a*e2(i))
s2a = ( EE2a/(1-Nu1 2a*Nu21a)) *(Nul 2a*el (i)+e2(i))
Ba = sla/s2a
calculate the value of F12 using unadjusted parameters
sl ksi = s1/1000
s2ksi = s2/1000
F12 = (1-F11*sl ksiA2F22*s2ksiA2 Fl *sl ksi-
F2*s2ksi)/(2*sl ksi*s2ksi)
Fstar = F12/Ff
calculate the value of F12 using adjusted paramters98
s1aksi = s1a/1000
s2aksi = s2a/1000
F12a = (1-F11*s1aksiA2F22*s2aksiA2F1*s1aksi
F2*s2aksi)/(2*s1aksi*s2aksi)
Fastar = F12a/Ff
print out data on sample
PRINT #1,Sample$(i),",";
PRINT #1, USING ..####.##AnAm; e1 (i);
PRINT #1, ",";
PRINT #1, USING u####.##AAAAH; e2(i);
PRINT #1, ",";
PRINT #1, USING "####.##^^^^"; F12a;
PRINT #1, ",";
PRINT #1, Fastar,",";
PRINT #1, USING "####.##^^^^"; s1a;
PRINT #1, ",";
PRINT #1, USING "####.##^^^^"; s2a;
PRINT #1, ",";
PRINT #1, Ba,",";
PRINT #1, USING "####.##^^^m; F12;
PRINT #1, ",";
PRINT #1, Fstar,",";
PRINT #1, USING "####.##AAAA"; Si;
PRINT #1, ",";
PRINT #1, USING u####.##AAAA..; s2;
PRINT #1, ",";
PRINT #1, B
NEXT i
CLOSE #1
END
Appendix 4
Listing of Basic Program to Determine Error over the 3 Dimension Failure
Surface.
This program utilizes the material data given by Narayanaswami and
Adelman and determines the error between the biaxial strength as predicted
by the approximations F12* = 0 and F12*= 1/2 and F12*=0 and F12*=-1/2.99
The failure surface is three dimensional with the vertical axis corresponding to
the in plane shear stress.
material comparison
WIDTH LPR INT 80,12
DIM mat(10)
DIM X(10)
DIM Xp(10)
DIM Y(10)
DIM Yp(10)
DIM S(10)
data properties
mat(1) =1
X(1) = 180
Xp(1) = 180
Y(1) = 8
Yp(1)= 30
S(1)= 12
mat(2) = 2
X(2) = 180
Xp(2) = 70
Y(2) = 4
Yp(2)= 12
S(2)= 6.8
mat(3) = 3
X(3) = 110
Xp(3) = 100
Y(3) = 4
Yp(3)= 20
S(3)= 9
mat(4) = 4
X(4) = 96
Xp(4) = 60
Y(4) = 3.1
Yp(4)= 8
S(4)= 3.8
mat(5) = 5
X(5) = 160
Xp(5) =160
Y(5) = 7.5100
Yp(5)= 25
S(5)= 10
mat(6) = 6
X(6) = 144
Xp(6) = 65
Y(6) = 4
Yp(6)=15
S(6)= 4
mat(7) = 7
X(7) = 199.3
Xp(7) = 185.2
Y(7) = 10
Yp(7)= 16.2
S(7)= 13.2
mat(8) = 8
X(8) = 200
Xp(8) = 40
Y(8) = 4.3
Yp(8)= 20
S(8)= 8.7
mat(9) = 9
X(9) = 140
Xp(9) = 200
Y(9) = 14.8
Yp(9)= 32.2
S(9)= 14.5
mat(10) = 10
X(10) = 188
Xp(10) = 361
Y(10) = 9
Yp(10)= 45
S(10)= 10
LPR INT "Material","Quadrant","Error","Theta","Phi","RO"
FOR i = 1 TO 10
F11= 1/(X(i)*Xp(i))
Fl= 1/X(i)1/Xp(i)
F22= 1/(Y(i)*Yp(i))
F2= 1N(i) VW)
F66 = 1/(S(i))^2101
F = SQR(F11*F22)
GOSUB zero
FOR j = 0 TO 180
phi = (90-j/2)*3.14/180
FOR k = 0 TO 720
theta = k/2*3.14/180
a = F66*(COS(phi))A2 + F11*(COS(theta))A2*(SIN(phi))A2 +
F22*(SIN(theta))A2*(SIN(phi))A2
a0 = a
aplus = a + .5*(2*F*COS(theta)*(SIN(phi)) A2*SIN(theta))
amin = a - .5*(2*F*COS(theta)*(SIN(phi))A2*SIN(theta))
b = (Fl*COS(theta) *SIN(theta))*SIN(phi)
c = -1
RO = (-b + SQR(bA2 4*a0*c))/(2*a0)
RRO= (-b SQR(bA2 4*a0*c))/(2*a0)
IF RRO > RO THEN
RO= RRO
PRINT "switch"
ELSE
END IF
Rplus = (-b + SQR(bA2 - 4*aplus*c))/(2*aplus)
RRplus= (-b SQR(bA2 4*aplus*c))/(2*aplus)
IF RRplus > Rplus THEN
Rplus = RRplus
ELSE
END IF
Rmin = (-b + SQR(bA2 - 4*amin*c))/(2*amin)
RRmin= (-b - SQR(bA2 - 4*amin*c))/(2*amin)
IF RRmin > Rmin THEN
Rmin = RRmin
ELSE
END IF
'determine error102
perr = 100*(R0-Rplus)/R0
merr = 100*(RO-Rmin)/R0
IF j = 0 THEN
IF ABS (perr) > ABS (pluserr) THEN
pluserr = perr
ptheta = k/2
pphi = 90j/2
ELSE
END IF
IF ABS (merr) > ABS (minerr) THEN
minerr = merr
mtheta = k/2
mphi = 90 - j/2
ELSE
END IF
IF k/2=90 THEN
LPRINT mat(i),"1p",pluserr,ptheta,pphi,R0
LPRINT mat(i),"1m",minerr,mtheta,mphi,R0
GOSUB zero
ELSE
END IF
IF k/2=180 THEN
LPRINT mat (i), "2p ",pluserr,ptheta,pphi,RO
LPRINT mat (i), "2m ",minerr,mtheta,mphi,RO
GOSUB zero
ELSE
END IF
IF k/2=270 THEN
LPRINT mat (i), "3p ",pluserr,ptheta,pphi,RO
LPRINT mat(i),"3m",minerr,mtheta,mphi,R0
GOSUB zero
ELSE
END IF
IF k/2=360 THEN
LPRINT mat (i), "4p ",pluserr,ptheta,pphi,RO
LPRINT mat (i), "4m ",minerr,mtheta,mphi,RO
GOSUB zero
ELSE
END IF103
ELSE
IF k/2 < 90 THEN
IF ABS(perr) > ABS(perrl) THEN
perr1 = perr
pthetal = k/2
pphil = 90 - j/2
ELSE
END IF
IF ABS(merr) > ABS(merrl) THEN
merr1 = merr
mthetal = k/2
mphil = 90 - j/2
ELSE
END IF
ELSE
END IF
IF 90 < k/2 AND k/2 < 180 THEN
IF ABS(perr) > ABS(perr2) THEN
perr2 = perr
ptheta2 = k/2
pphi2 = 90 - j/2
ELSE
END IF
IF ABS(merr) > ABS(merr2) THEN
merr2 = merr
mtheta2 = k/2
mphi2 = 90 - j/2
ELSE
END IF
ELSE
END IF
IF 180 < k/2 AND k/2< 270 THEN
IF ABS(perr) > ABS(perr3) THEN
perr3 = perr
ptheta3 = k/2
pphi3 = 90 - j/2
ELSE
END IF
IF ABS(merr) > ABS(merr3) THEN
merr3 = merr
mtheta3 = k/2
mphi3 = 90 j/2
ELSE
END IF104
ELSE
END IF
IF 270 < k/2 AND k/2 < 360 THEN
IF ABS(perr) > ABS(perr4) THEN
perr4 = perr
ptheta4 = k/2
pphi4 = 90 - j/2
ELSE
END IF
IF ABS(merr) > ABS(merr4) THEN
merr4 = merr
mtheta4 = k/2
mphi4 = 90 - j/2
ELSE
END IF
ELSE
END IF
IF j =180 AND k/2=90 THEN
LPRINT mat(i),"1ps",perr1,ptheta1,pphi1,R0
LPRINT mat(i),"1ms",merr1,mtheta1,mphi1,R0
ELSE
END IF
IF j = 180 AND k/2=180 THEN
LPRINT mat(i),"2ps",perr2,ptheta2,pphi2,R0
LPRINT mat(i),"2ms",merr2,mtheta2,mphi2,R0
ELSE
END IF
IF j = 180 AND k/2=270 THEN
LPRINT mat(i),"3ps",perr3,ptheta3,pphi3,R0
LPRINT mat(i),"3ms",merr3,mtheta3,mphi3,R0
ELSE
END IF
IF j = 180 AND k/2=360 THEN
LPRINT mat(i),"4ps",perr4,ptheta4,pphi4,R0
LPRINT mat(i),"4ms",merr4,mtheta4,mphi4,R0
ELSE
END IF
END IF
NEXT k
NEXT j105
LPRINT
NEXT i
END
zero:
pluserr = 0
minerr = 0
ptheta = 0
mtheta = 0
pphi = 0
mphi = 0
perrl = 0
merr1=0
perr2 = 0
merr2 =0
perr3 = 0
merr3 =0
perr4 = 0
merr4 =0
RETURN